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Housekeeping items

● The webinar will be recorded and slides made available afterwards

● Please enter your question in the chat box

● Let us know if you can’t hear or see the presentation!



Today’s agenda

1. Introduction to new Altmetric Explorer features
a. Enhancements in Results Analysis tabs
b. New Shareable Reports
c. Live demo!

2. New Amazon book tracking
3. Q&A session



What is the Explorer for Publishers?
It’s an easy-to-use web platform that lets publishers browse and 

report on attention data for scholarly content.



What can the Explorer help you with?

Report on key achievements
Incorporate Altmetric data into internal coverage 
reports and impact case studies.

Find articles, books*, and more
Search for content published by your organization 
or a competitor’s, or just dive into the full Altmetric 
database of over 7M research outputs.

Discover Altmetric attention insights
Uncover engagement, influence, and reach for your 
content, and visualize the data beautifully.

* Books are only available with a subscription to the Altmetric Books Index



Prominent search bar
Find research outputs

Detailed search results
Discover Altmetric insights

Results analysis
Identify key achievements



What’s new?

1. Enhancements in Results Analysis tabs

a. Identifying your global reach in Twitter, Facebook, News, and Policy

b. Searching for online mentions from media outlets and people

2. Shareable Reports

a. Creating, exporting, and sharing reports for your Altmetric data

3. Amazon book tracking



What’s new?
New maps in the Demographics tab



What’s new?

New maps in the Demographics tab

● Attention distribution maps are now 

available for Twitter, Facebook, News, 

and Policy

● Identify the total number of posts 

(e.g., tweets, news stories) as well as 

number of unique authors (e.g., 

tweeters, news outlets)



Identify global reach

Take the case of Diabetes journal…

● The most attention on Twitter, Facebook, News, 
and Policy all comes from the United States.

● However, other engagement comes from…
○ Twitter: UK, Canada, Spain
○ Facebook: Canada, Denmark, UK
○ News: UK, Australia, India
○ Policy: Switzerland, UK, Germany

Marketing teams can use the maps to 
understand where their audiences are, and 
which regions might need more effort to 
reach.

Twitter

Facebook

News

Policy



What’s new?
Search by mention source, outlet, or author



What’s new?
Powerful new Mentions tab searching

● Search all mentions for any search 
query by mention source (e.g., 
“policy”), outlet name (e.g., “BBC 
News”), or author/profile name (e.g., 
“@altmetric”)

● Multiple sources/outlets/authors can 
be searched for at a time

News & blogs

Over 2,000 
news sites

Post-publication 
peer review

 
Publons
PubPeer

F1000 Prime

Policy documents

NICE Evidence, 
IPCC

Many more…

Other channels 

Wikipedia
YouTube

StackExchange

Social media
 

Twitter, 
Facebook, 
Google+, 

Reddit

Blogs

Over 9,000+ 
blogs



What’s new?
Powerful new Mentions tab searching

● Search all mentions for any search 
query by mention source, outlet name 
(e.g., “BBC News”), or author/profile 
name (e.g., “@altmetric”)

● Multiple sources/outlets/authors can 
be searched for at a time



What’s new?
Powerful new Mentions tab searching

● Search all mentions for any search 
query by mention source, outlet name 
(e.g., “BBC News”), or author/profile 
name (e.g., “@altmetric”)

● Multiple sources/outlets/authors can 
be searched for at a time

Export from the Mentions tab

● Once you’ve filtered to the mentions 
you care about, easily export the 
mention records to a CSV spreadsheet



Identify key opinion leaders

Marketing and press teams can 
search for specific media coverage 
of their journals’ content, and 
identify key outlets to build 
relationships with.

Editors can identify key opinion 
leaders, peer reviewers, and 
potential authors through their 
activity on social media.

How to analyse your mentions: 
https://www.altmetric.com/blog/exporting-mentions-data-and
-excel-fu/

https://www.altmetric.com/blog/exporting-mentions-data-and-excel-fu/
https://www.altmetric.com/blog/exporting-mentions-data-and-excel-fu/


What’s new?
Shareable reports



What’s new?

Create shareable reports from saved searches

● Reports can now be generated from any saved search, with 

the option to share with users who don’t have access to the 

Explorer.

Key features

● Shareable reports can be customised with reporting blocks.

● Reports can be printed, saved as a PDF, or shared publicly 

as a web page.



Anatomy of a report: building blocks

Title

● Use the auto-generated title, or create your 

own!

Report Overview

● Add in the all-time overview stats for your 

search query to give your readers some 

context.



Anatomy of a report: building blocks

Attention Source Breakdown

● Show a summary of all the attention sources 

that have mentioned outputs in your search 

query.



Anatomy of a report: building blocks

Attention Chart

● Display a chart of mentions over time.

● This chart is configurable to show total 

mentions or mentions from a specific attention 

source.

● The chart’s timeframe is also configurable.



Anatomy of a report: building blocks

Top Outputs List

● Display a list of the top outputs in your search 

query.

● This list is configurable to show the top 5, 10, 

or 20 outputs.

● Each output has a link to the public Altmetric 

details page.



Share reports with staff and stakeholders

Increase usage/interest in Altmetric data amongst stakeholders by:

● Emailing a shareable link to the report, which gets automatically 

updated with new data

● Emailing a PDF version of the static report

● Printing a copy of the report out and distributing it

Editors can give stakeholders (e.g., authors, internal staff) 
an easy summary of the Altmetric data for any set of 
publications.

Additional reporting blocks will be available soon!



Live Demo!



What’s new?
Amazon book tracking



What is Altmetric for Books?

Altmetric tracks, monitors and collates the online attention surrounding books and 
chapters to help authors, readers and editors build a more complete picture of the reach, 

engagement and influence of publications.



● 802,270 books in the Altmetric Book Index

● ~50 publishers and aggregators supported

● 1.5m mentions of books

Book attention data: in numbers

Mentions of all books by Altmetric attention source



● Syllabi / reading lists (via Open Syllabus Project) 

● Book Reviews

● More on the way...

Book-specific attention sources

https://opensyllabusproject.org/


How are people using Altmetric book data?

● Track the engagement and reach of books and chapters

● Provide additional value and feedback to authors 

● Demonstrate influence to funders and management

● Inform editorial, commissioning and marketing strategy



Why did Altmetric start tracking Amazon books?



How does Amazon book tracking work?

+ many more!



Attention to Amazon-listed books so far....

● 575,000 book mentions received via Twitter

● 23,940 of those tweets mention books in our database

● ~20,000 mentions from sources such as news, blogs and 

policy documents

● Growing every day! 



Tools and services



Analysing Altmetric data surrounding your books provides stakeholders with key 
indicators of the wider reach and influence of scholarly work – particularly useful for those 

in the humanities and social sciences. 

Altmetric Badges for 
Books

Altmetric Explorer + 
Book Index

Altmetric API

Accessing Altmetric book data 



Book badges

● Simple integration

● Updated in real time

● At-a-glance summary of 
online attention

● Click through to custom 
branded details pages



● Provide valuable feedback to authors (where often 
no others metrics exist)

● Add context for readers

● Showcase visibility and marketing efforts to potential 
authors

How can book badges be useful?



Tracking your books



Tracking your book content

● May well already be tracked! 

● Basic required metadata

● Based on domain -- new titles picked up automatically

● Badge integrations just a few lines of code

● Books via scraping or ONIX feed 



In the next 6 months...

● Refresh of Open Syllabus data

● Expanded books and policy 

tracking 



Feel free to ask your questions now!

You can also get in touch with our friendly 
Support team:

• Support Center: help.altmetric.com  

• Email: support@altmetric.com

• Twitter: @altmetric

Questions?

http://www.help.altmetric.com
mailto:support@altmetric.com


Thanks for listening!

support@altmetric.com


